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ABSTRACT

Let P ∈ Z[X,Y ] be a square-free polynomial and C(P ) :=
{(α, β) ∈ R

2, P (α, β) = 0} be the real algebraic curve de-
fined by P . Our main result is an algorithm for the compu-
tation of the local topology in a neighbourhood of each of
the singular points and critical points of the projection wrt
the X-axis in Õ(d6τ+d7) bit operations where Õ means that
we ignore logarithmic factors in d and τ . Compared to state
of the art sub-algorithms used for computing a Cylindrical
Algebraic Decomposition, this result avoids a generic shear
and gives a deterministic algorithm for the computation of
the topology of C(P ) i.e a straight-line planar graph isotopic

to C(P ) in Õ(d6τ + d7) bit operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Problem description and related works.
Let P ∈ Z[X,Y ] be a square-free polynomial of total de-

gree d and integer coefficients of bitsize bounded by τ , and
C(P ) := {(x, y) ∈ R

2, P (x, y) = 0} be the real algebraic
curve defined by P . We address the problem of comput-
ing the topology of the curve C(P ) i.e a straight-line planar
graph isotopic to C(P ).

This is a classical problem in algorithmic real algebraic
geometry with many applications in Computer Aided Ge-
ometric Design. It is extensively studied in the context of
symbolic or semi-numerical computation (see for example
[1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 25] for re-
cent references). Many papers are based on some variant of
Cylindrical Decomposition : decompose the X-axis into a
finite number of open intervals and points above which the
curve has a cylindrical structure. The special values are the
projection of the X-critical and singular points onto the X-
axis, and the special fibers are the points of the curve above
these special values. Taking additional points between two
special values defines some regular fibers.

Computing a straight-line planar graph isotopic to C(P )
then essentially amounts to connect the points of a regu-
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lar fiber to the points of its neighbour special fibers. This
operation requires :

− computing the special and regular fibers;

− computing the number of half branches of the curve
that go to each of the points of the special fiber, to the
left and to the right.

The main difficulty is the computation of the special fibers,
which is to compute the real roots of univariate polynomi-
als with real algebraic coefficients which are not square-free.
The method used for computing the number of half branches
of the curve going to an X-critical or singular point plays
a key role in the algorithm. A usual strategy (see [5, 11,
14, 15, 16, 20]), consists in putting the curve in a so-called
generic position, so that each special fiber contains at most
one X-critical or singular point, and identifying this point
among the points of the special fiber. An efficient variant of
this strategy can be found in [20] with an expected complex-

ity of Õ(d5τ + d6) bit operations, the probabilistic behavior
being due to some gcd computations and to the choice of a
direction that separates the X-critical and singular points,
which is done at random.

Our results.
We combine new results on the computation of the local

topology of the curve in an isolating box of each of its critical
points (in a sense to be made precise later in the paper)
with efficient sub-algorithms used for computing Cylindrical
Algebraic Decompositions from [20].

We essentially obtain two new results:

− The first one (Theorem 1) is a lower bound to measure
the deviation of the curve from the vertical axis at
a critical point. This bound plays a key role in the
complexity analysis of the computation of the local
topology of C(P ) inside critical boxes. This result is
of independent interest and could be used outside the
present paper, for example to decrease the complexity
of the algorithm from [10].

− The second one is an algorithm for reconstructing the
local topology of the curve inside each critical box by
connecting its boundary points (see subsection 3.3.4).
We build such an algorithm by examining closely the
relative position of the boundary points of the critical
box with the critical point and by using the signs of the
slopes of the tangent lines of C(P ) at the intersection
points of C(P ) with the horizontal boundaries of the
critical box.



We give a deterministic algorithm for the computation of
the topology of C(P ) and analyze its bit complexity. For a
square-free polynomial P ∈ Z[X,Y ] of total degree d and
integer coefficients of bitsize bounded by τ , we show that a
straight-line planar graph isotopic to C(P ) can be computed

with Õ(d6τ + d7) bit operations using a deterministic algo-
rithm. Our algorithm does not require to put the curve in
generic position.

Before going through the detailed description and com-
plexity analysis of each step of our algorithm in Section 3, we
recall some definitions and basic complexity results, which
will be useful along this paper in Section 2.

Our detailed analysis of how far the curve deviates from
the vertical axis at an X-critical or singular point is given in
Subsection 3.3.3, since it plays a key role in the complexity
analysis of the computation of one of the steps of the de-
termination of the local topology of C(P ) inside its critical
boxes.

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS

2.1 Definitions
Let P ∈ Z[X,Y ] be a square-free polynomial and

C(P ) = {(x, y) ∈ R
2 | P (x, y) = 0}

be the real algebraic curve defined by P . We also define

CC(P ) = {(x, y) ∈ C
2 | P (x, y) = 0},

and

D(X) = ResY (P, ∂Y P )(X), (1)

S(X) = ResY (P, ∂XP )(X), (2)

and denote by

α1 < . . . < αδ

the real roots of D.
A point (α, γ) ∈ C(P ) is called:

− a X-critical point if ∂Y P (α, γ) = 0 , ∂XP (α, γ) 6= 0,

− a Y-critical point if ∂XP (α, γ) = 0, ∂Y P (α, γ) 6= 0,

− a singular point if ∂XP (α, γ) = ∂Y P (α, γ) = 0,

− a regular point if ∂XP (α, γ) 6= 0, ∂Y P (α, γ) 6= 0.

A point (α, γ) ∈ C(P ) (resp. CC(P )) is a critical point if it
is an X-critical or a singular point. We denote by Crit(C(P ))
the set of critical points of C(P ). Note that theX-coordinate
of a critical point is a zero of D, and the X-coordinate of a
Y -critical point is a zero of S.

Let α ∈ R. We call α-fiber the set {(α, γ) ∈ R
2, P (α, γ) =

0}. A special fiber is an α-fiber for a real root α of D (see
Eq (1)). The set

SpeFib(C(P )) := {(α, γ) ∈ R
2, D(α) = P (α, γ) = 0} (3)

is the union of the special fibers.
Let α ∈ C and

Crit(α) := # {γ ∈ R | (α, γ) ∈ Crit(CC(P ))} .

P is in generic position if :

− ∀α ∈ R,Crit(α) 6 1,

− There is no asymptotic direction of CC(P ) parallel to
the Y-axis.

2.2 Quantitative results
In our complexity analysis we are going to use some quan-

titative results on the geometry of the roots. The following
result is straightforward.

Proposition 1 If f(X,Y ) ∈ Z[X,Y ] has coefficients of bit-
size τ and degrees d1 = degX(f), d2 = degY (f) and (α, γ) ∈
C

2,

|f(α, γ)| 6 (d1 + 1)(d2 + 1)2τ max(1, |α|)d1 max(1, |γ|)d2 .

Proposition 2 [5] Let P be a univariate polynomials of de-
gree p and coefficients of bitsize bounded by τ and Q of de-
gree q dividing P . Then the coefficients of Q are of bitsize
bounded by q + τ + log(p+ 1).

Definition 1 Let f be a univariate polynomial with real co-
efficients. We denote by

Zer(f) = {x ∈ R | f(x) = 0},

ZerC(f) = {x ∈ C | f(x) = 0}

ZerC\R(f) = {x ∈ C \ R | f(x) = 0}

Γ(f) = logmax(1, max
y∈ZerC(f)

|y|),

sep(f, y) = min
z∈ZerC(f),z 6=y

|z − y|,

Σ(f) = −
∑

y∈ZerC(f)

log sep(f, y).

Proposition 3 [5] If f is a univariate polynomial of degree
d and bitsize at most τ , then Γ(f) = O(τ) and Σ(f) =

Õ(dτ).

Proposition 4 [18] Denoting by δ the number of real roots
of D, and Zer(D) = {α1 < . . . < αδ},

δ
∑

i=1

Γ(P(αi,−)) = Õ(d2τ),

δ
∑

i=1

Σ(P (αi,−)) = Õ(d3τ).

2.3 Algorithmic results
Hereafter we recall some complexity results which will be

used in the complexity analysis of our algorithms.
The definition of the subresultant polynomials can be found,

for example, in [5]. The non vanishing subresultant polyno-
mial of smallest index is a gcd of the input polynomials.

Proposition 5 [5] Let P ∈ Z[Y ][X] of degree p 6 d and
Q ∈ Z[X,Y ] of degree q < p, both of bitsize τ . The subre-
sultant polynomials of P and Q can be computed in O(d2)
arithmetic operations between univariate polynomials of de-
gree O(d2) and of bitsize Õ(dτ), so with a bit complexity

Õ(d5τ). The bitsize of the output is Õ(d5τ).

Proposition 6 [13] Let f, g ∈ Z[X] be two polynomials of
degree bounded by d and coefficients of bitsize bounded by
τ . Computing their gcd has an expected bit complexity of
Õ(d(τ + d)) and a deterministic bit complexity of Õ(d2τ).



Proposition 7 [4] Let f ∈ Z[X] be a polynomial of degree
d with coefficients of bitsize bounded by τ and r a rational
number of bitsize λ. The evaluation of f at r can be per-
formed in Õ(d(τ + λ)) and the bitsize of the output f(r) is

Õ(τ + dλ).

Proposition 8 ([19], see also [21, 22, 23]) Let f ∈ Z[X]
be a square-free polynomial of degree d with coefficients of
bitsize bounded by τ .

One can compute isolating intervals for the real roots of
f using Õ(d2τ + d3) bit operations such that the bitsize of

the endpoints of the isolating intervals sums up to Õ(dτ).
Moreover, we can compute isolating intervals of all the roots
of f of width 2−L using no more than Õ(d2τ + d3 + dL) bit
operations.

3. COMPUTATION OF THE TOPOLOGY

3.1 Getting rid of vertical lines and vertical
asymptotes

In order to avoid unneeded complications in the descrip-
tion of our algorithms, we ensure that the curve admits no
vertical asymptotes and no horizontal or vertical lines.

Lemma 1 [7] We compute C(P̃ ), a shear of C(P ) without

vertical lines and without vertical asymptotes in Õ(d3τ +d4)

bit operations. Moreover, P̃ is a polynomial of degree d and
coefficients of bitsize Õ(τ + d).

Then a similar change can be performed to avoid also
that the curve contains horizontal lines. So from now on we
can suppose that P has the desired properties, and bitsize
Õ(d+ τ).

3.2 Cylindrical algebraic decomposition

We denote by λ(r) the bitsize of a rational number. Using
the results of [20] (see also [8, 12, 24]) we have the following

Proposition 9 [20] Let P ∈ Z[X,Y ] be a square-free poly-
nomial of total degree d and integer coefficients of bitsize
bounded by τ . Supposing that, for every real root α of D,
deg(gcd(P (α, Y )), ∂Y P (α, Y )) is known, there is an algo-

rithm with bit complexity Õ(d5τ + d6) for

− computing a set of special boxes

SpeBox = {[ai, bi]× [ci,j , di,j ] | 1 ≤ i ≤ δ, 1 ≤ j ≤ δi}

isolating the special points αi, γi,j and such that [ai, bi]×
[ci,j , di,j ]\{αi, γi,j} contains no Y -critical point. More-
over, it is possible to ensure

δ
∑

i=1

λ(ai) =

δ
∑

i=1

λ(bi) = Õ(d3τ + d4), (4)

and

δ
∑

i=1

δi
∑

j=1

λ(ci,j) =

δ
∑

i=1

δ
∑

j=1

λ(di,j) = Õ(d3τ + d4). (5)

− identifying for every i = 1, . . . , δ, the set Ji ⊂ {1, . . . , δi}
of indices of critical boxes, i.e. special boxes contain-
ing a critical point. Denoting by αi, γi,j the point of

the special fiber contained in [ai, bi]× [ci,j , di,j ], this is
done by determining the multiplicity of γi,j as a root
of P (αi, Y ),

− computing the number ni of real roots of P (x, Y ) for
x ∈ (bi, ai+1) as well as n0, nδ the number ni of real
roots of P (x, Y ) for x ∈ (−∞, a1), x ∈ (aδ,+∞).

We now give some details on the method, different from
the one given in [20], that we use for determining the value
of deg(gcd(P (α, Y )), ∂Y P (α, Y ))) for a real root α of D. It
uses a family of polynomials Di that we define now.

Definition 2 Denote by Sri(X,Y ) the ith subresultant poly-
nomial of P (X,Y ) and ∂Y P (X,Y ) with respect to Y and
sri,j(X) the coefficient of Y j in Sri(X,Y ) and note that
sr0,0(X) = D(X). We define:

Φ0(X) =
D(X)

gcd(D(X), D′(X))
;

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1},

Φi(X) = gcd(Φi−1(X), sri,i(X)), Di(X) =
Φi−1(X)

Φi(X)
.

Proposition 10

deg(gcd(P (α, Y ), ∂Y P (α, Y ))) = i ⇐⇒ Di(α) = 0.

Proposition 11 The computation of the polynomials
(Di(X))1≤i≤d−1 has an expected bit complexity of Õ(d4τ +

d5) and a deterministic bit complexity of Õ(d6τ + d7). The

polynomials Di(X) have coefficients of bitsize Õ(dτ + d2).
The sum of their degrees is bounded by O(d2).

Proof. Follows from Proposition 6.

Proposition 12 Given the polynomials (Di(X))i∈[1,d−1] com-
puting for every root α of D (see Eq (1)) the degree of

gcd(P (α, Y ), ∂Y P (α, Y )) has bit complexity Õ(d5τ + d6).

Proof. Use real root isolation for the roots of Di and re-
fine them to identify which are the roots of D corresponding
to a root of Di. If Di is of degree di the cost is Õ(d2i (dτ +

d2)+di(d
3τ+d4)). The cost for all i is hence Õ(d5τ+d6).

If the curve C(P ) is in general position, i.e. if Ji has at
most one element for every i = 1, . . . , δ, we can compute
its topology using the classical method of [14], since there is
only one single critical point over a root of D. Otherwise, we
compute the local topology of C(P ) inside its critical boxes
to reconstruct the topology of the curve C(P ) by the method
proposed in the next section.

3.3 Computation of the local topology inside
the critical boxes

The computation of the local topology of C(P ) inside the
critical boxes is done in Subsection 3.3.4 after we have per-
formed the following 3 steps

− count the intersection points of C(P ) with the horizon-
tal boundaries of the critical boxes,

− evaluate the signs of the slopes of the tangent line of
C(P ) at those points,

− compare the abscissa of those points with the abscissa
of the corresponding critical point



3.3.1 Isolating horizontal boundary points

We isolate the intersection points of C(P ) with the hori-
zontal boundary of the special boxes.

Proposition 13 [Boundaries Computation]

a) The isolation of the intersection points of C(P ) with the
horizontal boundaries of the boxes in SpeBox i.e. the
real roots of {P (X, ci,j) = 0 and P (X, di,j) = 0} costs

Õ(d6τ + d7) bit operations.

b) Denoting by mi,j ,m
′
i,j the number of roots of P (X, ci,j)

and P (X, di,j), and [u
ci,j
k , w

ci,j
k ], [u

di,j
k , w

di,j
k ] the isolat-

ing intervals of the real roots of P (X, ci,j), P (X, di,j) we
have:

mi,j
∑

k=0

λ(u
ci,j
k ) =

mi,j
∑

k=0

λ(w
ci,j
k ) = Õ(d(τ + dλ(ci,j))) (6)

m′
i,j
∑

k=0

λ(u
di,j
k ) =

m′
i,j
∑

k=0

λ(w
di,j
k ) = Õ(d(τ + dλ(di,j))) (7)

Proof. We give only the proof for P (X, ci,j) since the
one for P (X, di,j) is exactly similar.

The polynomial P (X, ci,j) is of degree d and of bitsize

Õ(τ + dλ(ci,j)). Using Proposition 8 the isolation costs

Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j)) + d3). Hence the total cost is :

δ
∑

i=1

(

δi
∑

j=1

Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j)) + d3)).

So that the total cost is Õ(d6τ + d7) bit operations, using
Eq. (5). Using Proposition 8, the result follows.

3.3.2 Computing sign of derivatives at horizontal bound-
ary points

We also need to evaluate the sign of ∂XP (X,Y )∂Y P (X,Y )
at each intersection point of C(P ) with the horizontal bound-
ary of a box in SpeBox .

Proposition 14 It costs Õ(d6τ+d7) bit operations to eval-
uate the signs of the slopes of the tangent line of C(P ) at the
intersection points of C(P ) with the horizontal boundaries of
the boxes in SpeBox.

Proof. Let (xk, ci,j) ∈ C(P ) with xk ∈ [u
ci,j
k , w

ci;j
k ], 1 ≤

k ≤ mi,j the boundary points at the bottom sides of the
boxes [ai, bi]× [ci,j , di,j ] ∈ SpeBox, i ∈ [1, δ], j ∈ [1, δi].

To evaluate the signs of the slopes of the tangent lines of
C(P ) at the regular points (xk, ci,j), it suffices to evaluate
the signs of ∂XP (X,Y )∂Y P (X,Y ) at these points. Since
∂XP (xk, ci,j)∂Y P (xk, ci,j) 6= 0 (because (xk, ci,j) is a regu-
lar point of C(P )), we proceed as follows :

1. We compute the isolating intervals ([eℓ, fℓ])ℓ∈[1,O(d)] of
the roots of the polynomial ∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j) and
evaluate the sign of ∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j) at the end
points of the isolating intervals.

Since the degree of ∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j) is O(d) and

its coefficients of bitsize Õ((τ + dλ(ci,j))), the cost of the

isolation process is Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j))) and
∑O(d)

ℓ=1 λ(eℓ) =
∑O(d)

ℓ=1 λ(fℓ) = Õ(d(τ + dλ(ci,j))). This leads, using Eq (5),

to a total cost of Õ(d6τ + d7) for the isolation.

The evaluation of ∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j) at eℓ, using

Proposition 7, costs Õ(d(τ + dλ(ci,j) + λ(eℓ))). Hence

δ
∑

i=1

δ′i
∑

j=1

O(d)
∑

ℓ=1

Õ(d(τ + dλ(ci,j) + λ(eℓ)))

=

δ
∑

i=1

δ′i
∑

j=1

Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j)))

= Õ(d6τ + d7).

2. We refine the isolating intervals of the roots of P (X, ci,j)
up to the separation bound of the polynomial

P (X, ci,j)∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j)

which is in Õ(d(τ + dλ(ci,j))) since its degree is O(d) and

its coefficients of bitsize Õ((τ + dλ(ci,j))).

The cost of this refinement process is Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j))).

This leads, using Eq (5), to a total cost of Õ(d6τ + d7) for
the refinement.

3. We refine the isolating intervals of the roots of

∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j)

up to the separation bound of the polynomial

P (X, ci,j)∂XP (X, ci,j)∂Y P (X, ci,j).

The cost of this refinement process is Õ(d2(τ + dλ(ci,j))).

This leads, using Eq (5), to a total cost of Õ(d6τ + d7) for
the refinement.

4. By ordering the concatenation of the two refined list of
isolating intervals one can deduce the signs of

∂XP (xk, ci,j)∂Y P (xk, ci,j),

where 1 ≤ i ≤ δ, 1 ≤ j ≤ δ′i, 1 ≤ k ≤ ǫi,j . A similar
analysis holds for the signs of the slopes of the tangent
line of the boundary points at the up sides of the boxes
[ai, bi]× [ci,j , di,j ] ∈ SpeBox, 1 ≤ i ≤ δ, 1 ≤ j ≤ δi.

3.3.3 Finding the relative position of the abscissa of
horizontal boundary points and critical point

Consider a critical box [a, b] × [c, d] containing a critical
point (α, γ). In order to identify the topology of the curve
inside [a, b]× [c, d], our method requires to know how many
roots of P (X, c) (resp. P (X, d)) are before and after α on
the interval [a, b].

We start by proving Theorem 1, which is a quantitative
result on the deviation of the curve from the vertical axis at a
critical point and plays a key role in the complexity analysis
(Proposition 17). Before stating Theorem 1, we introduce a
definition.

Definition 3 Denote by C(P )k , 0 6 k 6 d, the points
(α, γ) of C(P ) such that

1. ∂k
Y P (α, γ) 6= 0,

2. for every k′ < k, ∂k′

Y P (α, γ) = 0.

Example 1 If (α, γ) is a regular point of C(P ), (α, γ) ∈
C(P )1.

If (α, γ) ∈ C(P )k, the order of contact of the vertical line
through (α, γ) with C(P ) is k.



Theorem 1 Let (α, γ) ∈ C(P )k. There exist real numbers
A(α, γ) and B(α, γ), such that for every y with 0 < y <
B(α, γ), and every x with P (α+x, γ+y) = 0, the inequality
|x| > |y|k|A(α, γ)| holds. Moreover

−
∑

(α,γ)∈Crit(C(P ))

log(|A(α, γ)|) = Õ(d3τ + d4)

−
∑

(α,γ)∈Crit(C(P ))

log(|B(α, γ)|) = Õ(d3τ + d4).

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the following two propo-
sitions giving an upper bound and lower bound on the value
of specific algebraic numbers.

In the two following propositions, let P,Q ∈ Z[X,Y ],
monic with respect to Y , of degree in each variable dom-
inated by d, and coefficients of bitsizes less than τ . Suppose
moreover that P and Q have a finite number of common
zeros in C

2. Let

Z = {(α, γ) ∈ R
2 | P (α, γ) = Q(α, γ) = 0}.

Proposition 15 Consider for each (α, γ) ∈ Z, a subset
H(α, γ) of at most d2 elements of Z[X,Y ], each of degree
in X,Y dominated by d, and coefficients of bitsizes less than
τ . Then

∑

(α,γ)∈Z

log





∑

H∈H(α,γ)

|H(α, γ)|



 = Õ(d2τ) .

Proof. The claim follows from Proposition 3, Proposi-
tion 4 and Proposition 1 since α (resp. γ) is the root of
ResY (P,Q) (resp. ResX(P,Q)) which is a polynomial of de-

gree O(d2) with coefficients of bitsize Õ(dτ).

Proposition 16 Let H1, . . . , Hk, k ≤ d, be elements of
Z[X,Y ] , monic with respect to Y , of degree in each variable
dominated by d, and coefficients of bitsizes less than τ . Let

Zi = {(α, γ) ∈ Z |

i−1
∧

j=1

Hj(α, γ) = 0, Hi(α, γ) 6= 0}.

Then

−

k
∑

i=1

∑

(α,γ)∈Zi

log(|Hi(α, γ)|) = Õ(d3τ + d4).

Proof. We are going to prove that there exists an E ∈ Z

of bitsize O(d3τ) such that

k
∏

i=1

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi

Hi(α, γ) >
1

E
.

Let

Z′ : = {(α, γ) ∈ C
2 | P (α, γ) = Q(α, γ) = 0},

Z′
i := {(α, γ) ∈ Z′ |

i−1
∧

j=1

Hj(α, γ) = 0, Hi(α, γ) 6= 0},

W t
i := {(α, γ) ∈ C

2 | P (α, γ) = Q(α, γ) + tHi(α, γ)},

W ε
i := {(x, y) ∈ C

′2 | P (x, y) = Q(x, y) + εHi(x, y)},

Sε
i (X) := ResY (P,Q+ εHi),

where C
′ is the field of Puiseux series with coefficients in C .

Since W ε
i is finite and contains no element of Z′

i, there exists
t ∈ N \ {0} such that W t

i is finite and contains no element
of Z′

i [5], with t of bit size O(log(d)), using degε(S
ε
i ) ≤ d.

Making if necessary a linear change of variable of the form
T = X − sY, Y = Y , with s an integer of bitsize O(log d),
we can suppose that X separates the elements of Z′

i ∪ W t
i

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let Si(X) = ResY (P,Q+ tHi), and τi
a bound on the bitsize of its coefficients. Note that τi is in
Õ(dτ + d2). There exist polynomials Ui(X,Y ) et Vi(X,Y )
of degree at most d with respect to Y and at most O(d2)

with respect to X and coefficients of bitsize Õ(dτ +d2) such
that

Si(X) = Ui(X,Y )P (X,Y ) + Vi(X,Y )(Q+ tHi)(X,Y ).

Let (α, γ) ∈ Z′
i. Since X separates Z′

i ∪ W t
i , Si(α) 6= 0.

Since Si(α) = Vi(α, γ)Hi(α, γ), Vi(α, γ) 6= 0. We are now
going to prove that

k
∏

i=1

∏

(α,β)∈Zi

tHi(α, γ) =
k
∏

i=1

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
Si(α)

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
Vi(α, γ)

is bigger than the inverse of a natural number of bitsize
Õ(d3τ + d4). We decompose R = ResY (P,Q) as R =

R0

∏k

i=1 Ri, where the zeros of Ri contain the X-projections
of Z′

i and denote by di the degree ofRi. Since |ResX(Ri, Si)|,
which is equal to

| lcX |(Ri)
deg(Si)| lcX(Si)|

di
∏

(α,γ)∈Zi

|Si(α)|
∏

α∈Zer
C\R(Ri)

|Si(α)|

is a non zero integer, and, for every α ∈ ZerC\R(Ri),

|Si(α)| 6 (degX(Si) + 1)2τi max(1, |α|)degX (Si),

we have
∏

α∈Zer
C\R(Ri)

|Si(α)| 6 (d2 + 1)di2τidi2Γ(Ri)d
2

and, taking L = maxi(|LcX(Si)|),
∏

α∈Zi
|Si(α)|

>
1

| lcX (Ri)|
deg(Si)| lcX (Si)|

di

∏

α∈Zer
C\R(Ri)

|Si(α)|

>
1

| lcX (R
i
)|d

2
Ldi (d2+1)di2τidi2Γ(Ri)d

2

Since
∑k

i=0 di = d2,
∑k

i=0 Γ(Ri) = Γ(R) = Õ(dτ + d2),

τi = O(dτ + d2), we obtain
∏k

i=1

∏

α∈Zi
|Si(α)| > 2−λ with

λ = O(d3τ + d4).
To estimate the products of the Vi(α, β), we apply Propo-

sition 1, denoting Ci = (degX(Vi)+1)(degY (Vi)+1)2τ
′
i ∈ Z

where τ ′
i is a bound on the bitsize of the coefficients of the

Vi of bitsize Õ(dτ + d2), so that
∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
|Vi(α, γ)| is at

most

Cd2

i

∏

α∈Zer(Ri)

max(1, |α|)degX (Vi)
∏

(α,γ)∈Z

max(1, |γ|)degY (Vi).

Defining C = maxi(Ci) we obtain, since the Zer(Ri) are

disjoint, that
∏k

i=1

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
|Vi(α, γ)| is at most

Cd2





∏

α∈Zer(R)

max(1, |α|)





d2 



∏

(α,γ)∈Z

max(1, |γ|)





d

.



Recalling that
∏

α∈Zer(R) max(1, |α|) is bounded by a natural

number of bitsize Õ(dτ +d2) and that
∏

(α,γ)∈Z max(1, |γ|)

is bounded by a natural number of bitsize Õ(d2τ + d3), and

given the degrees of Vi inX,Y , then
∏k

i=1

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
|Vi(α, γ)|

is bounded by a natural number of bitsize Õ(d3τ + d4) and,

finally,
∏k

i=1

∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
tHi(α, γ) =

∏k

i=1

∏
(α,γ)∈Zi

Si(α)
∏

(α,γ)∈Zi
Vi(α,γ)

is

bigger than the quotients of two natural numbers of bitsize
Õ(d3τ + d4) and in particular bigger than the inverse of a

natural number of bitsize Õ(d3τ + d4). Since t is of bitsize
O( rmlog(d)) and Z′ has at most d2 elements, the claim
follows.

Proof of Theorem 1. By Taylor formula, for (α, γ) ∈
C(P )k,

P (α+X, γ + Y ) =

d
∑

j=0

1

j!
Cj(γ + Y )Xj ,

with

C0(γ + Y ) = Y k

(

d
∑

i=k

1

i!
∂i
Y P (α, γ)Y i−k

)

,

and, for j > 0,

Cj(γ + Y ) =
d
∑

i=0

1

i!
∂i
Y ∂j

XP (α, γ)Y i.

By Cauchy’s root bound [5], for every y with C0(γ+y) 6= 0,
the smallest positive root of P (α+X, γ + y) is at least

|C0(γ + y)|

(

d
∑

j=0

|Cj(γ + y)|

)−1

.

For every y, 0 < y < 1,

d
∑

j=0

|Cj(γ + y)| 6

d
∑

j=0

d
∑

i=0

1

i!

∣

∣

∣∂
i
Y ∂j

XP (α, γ)
∣

∣

∣ .

Let

B(α, γ) =

∣

∣∂k
Y P (α, γ)

∣

∣

∣

∣∂k
Y P (α, γ)

∣

∣+ 2
∑d

i=k+1
k!
i!
|∂i

Y P (α, γ)|

be smaller than the smallest positive root of the univariate
polynomial

d
∑

i=k

1

i!
∂i
Y P (α, γ)Y i−k −

1

2k!
∂k
Y P (α, γ).

For every y, 0 < y < B(α, γ),

|C0(γ + y)| > |y|k
∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2k!
∂k
Y P (α, γ)

∣

∣

∣

∣

We finally define

A(α, γ) =

∣

∣∂k
Y P (α, γ)

∣

∣

∑d

i=0

∑d

j=0
2k!
i!

∣

∣∂i
Y ∂j

XP (α, γ)
∣

∣

Taking

H(α, γ) = {∂i
Y ∂j

XP, i = 0, . . . , d, j = 0, . . . , d},

Hk(α, γ) = {∂k
Y P,

2k!

i!
∂k
Y P, i = k + 1, . . . , d},

for (α, γ) ∈ C(P )k and Hi = ∂i
Y P , i = 1, . . . , d, and combin-

ing Proposition 15 and Proposition 16 we obtain the final
estimates on A(α, γ) and B(α, γ).

Proposition 17 It costs Õ(d6τ+d7) bit operations to com-
pare the abscissa of all the boundary points of the critical
boxes with the abscissa of the corresponding critical point.

Proof. Let

c(α, γ) = −klog(|A(α, γ)|)− log(|B(α, γ)|).

If (α, γ) ∈ C(P )k, k > 1, according to Theorem 1 the dis-

tance between α and any root of P (X, c) is at least 2c(α,γ).
To be able to sort the roots of P (X, c) and the roots of D,
we need to refine their isolating intervals up to a width less
than 2(c(α,γ)). Such refinement costs O(d(c(α, γ))) for the
roots of P (X, c) and O(d2(c(α, γ))) for the roots of D up to

2c(α,γ). The total cost is again Õ(d6τ+d7) for all the special
boxes by Theorem 1.

3.3.4 Topology inside a critical box

We prove now that given the information already com-
puted we are able to compute the topology of the curve
inside a critical box. We introduce some definitions.

Definition 4 (Monotonic arc) An arc of C(P ) is a subset
of C(P ) homeomorphic to [0, 1]. An arc of C(P ) is monotonic
if the polynomial ∂XP (X,Y )∂Y P (X,Y ) does not vanish at
any point of the arc.

Proposition 18 An arc of C(P ) contained in a critical box
[a, b]× [c, d] that does not pass through a critical point (α, γ)
is monotonic.

Denote by La Lb, Lc, Ld the intersection points of C(P )
with the left, right, down and up sides of the box [a, b]×[c, d].
The points inside La, Lb (resp. Lc, Ld) are ordered by
increasing value of y (resp. x).

Split Lc (resp.Ld) into Lc<α and Lc>α (resp. Ld<α and
Ld>α) which are the points of Lc (resp. Ld) at the left side
and the right side of the special fiber Fib(α).

Given a boundary point (x, y) of [a, b]× [c, d], there is one
and only one arc of C(P ), called a special arc, contained
in [a, b] × [c, d] starting from (x, y), with exactly one of the
following properties

- type 1: the arc is monotonic and ends at another bound-
ary point, called the matching point of (x, y);

-type 2: the arc ends at (α, γ);
Note that two arcs of type 1 having distinct intersection

with the horizontal boundary of a critical box do not meet,
and that two arcs of type 2 having distinct intersection with
the boundary of a critical box meet only at (α, γ).

Given a list L = [x1, . . . , xn], we denote by

L[i] = xi, L− L[1] = [x2, . . . , xm], L−1 := [xn, . . . , x1].

Given two lists L = [x1, . . . , xn] and M = [y1, . . . , ym] we de-
note their concatenation by L+M := [x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym].
We denote by SlopeSign the sign of the slope of the tangent
line of a point.

The following result holds, as well as similar results for
Ld,>α, Lc,<α, Lc,>α.



Proposition 19 The points of Ld<α have the same slope
sign. If this sign is −, they are contained in an arc of type 2.
If this sign is + they are contained in an arc of type 1 and the
matching point of Ld,<α[i] is L[i], where L = L−1

a + Lc,<α.

Proof. Let (x1, d) and (x2, d) be two consecutive points
of Ld,<α with different slope signs. One of the following
conditions necessarily holds:

1. (x1, d) and (x2, d) belong to the same connected com-
ponent of C (P ) inside [a, b]× [c, d],

2. (x1, d) and (x2, d) belong to two differents connected
component C1 and C2 of C (P ) inside [a, b]× [c, d]

a) C1 (resp. C2) has a point above x2 (resp. x1), and
C1 ∩ C2 contains a point with abscissa in (x1, x2),

b) C1 has a local maximum for x between x1 and x2,
c) C2 has a local minimum for x between x1 and x2,
In all these four cases, there is a critical point or a Y -

critical point with abscissa in (x1, x2). This is a impossible
since (x1, x2) ⊂ (a, α) contains no root of D and S. Finally,
two consecutive points of Ld,<α have same slope signs.
Suppose that the slope sign of the elements of Ld,<α is +

and take (x, d) ∈ Ld,<α. The special arc through (x, d) stays
at the left of the line x = x1 , since the curve has no local
minimum for x1 at the left of α inside the box. It does not
contain (α, γ) and is an arc of type 1. The matching point
of Ld<α [i] is a point of the boundary to the left of α which
does not belong to Ld,<α : it is a point of L.
Consider the first point of Ld,<α [i] which is matched to a

point L [j] of L with j > i. Then L [i] cannot be matched
with a point of Ld,<α since otherwise the special arcs through
L [i] and L [j] would have an intersection in the critical box.
The special path through L [i] cannot be of type 2 since the
special arcs through L [i] and L [j] would have an intersec-
tion in the special box. So we obtain a contradiction and
the matching point of Ld<α [i] is L [i].
Suppose that the slope sign of the elements of Ld,<α is −.

The special arc through (x, d) ∈ Ld,<α stays at the right of
the line x = x1 , since the curve has no local maximum at
the left of α inside the box, so has to contain (α, γ) : it is
an arc of type 2.

We denote by MN the open segment between M and N .

Algorithm 1 Connect
Set Points to {(α, γ)}∪La∪Lb∪Lc∪Ld and initialize Arcs

to the empty list.
1. Connection at the left of the fiber

Input: La, Lc,<α, Ld,<α. Output: a finite union of points
and segments homeomorphic to C(P ) inside [a, α] × [c, d],
and the number ℓ of the segments ending at (α, γ)
if #Ld,<α > #La then L := L−1

a + Lc,<α, else L := L−1
a ;

if SlopeSign(Ld,<α[1]) > 0, for i from 1 to #Ld,<α add
L[1]Ld,<α[i] to Arcs, L := L− L[1];
else L := La + Ld,<α

if SlopeSign(Lc,<α[1]) < 0, for i from 1 to #Lc,<α add
L[1]Lc,<α[i] to Arcs, L := L− L[1];
else L := L+ Lc,<α

Connection to (α, γ) : For i from 1 to #L, add L[i]O to
Arcs and output ℓ := #L
2.Connection at the right of the fiber.

Input: Lb, Lc,>α, Ld,>α. Output:a finite list of points and
segments homeomorphic to C(P ) inside [α, b] × [c, d] , and
the number r of the segments ending at (α, γ). The process
is entirely symmetrical so we do not include it.

The correctness of Algorithm 1 follows from Proposition
19 and its cost is linear in the total number of the points on
the boundary of the box which is bounded by O(d4).

3.3.5 Final topology

For α, i, γi,j critical, i.e. j ∈ Ji, we denote by ℓi,j (resp.
ri,j) the number of segments arriving at (αi, γi,j) inside
[ai, αi] × [ci,j , di,j ] (resp. [αi, bi] × [ci,j , di,j ]). Note that
this information has been determined by Algorithm 1. We
use the notation of Proposition 9. For j /∈ Ji, we take ℓi,j =
ri,j = 1. The topology of C(P ) is encoded by the finite list
n0, L1, . . . , Lδ, nδ where Li is the list [ℓi,j , ri,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ δi,j ]
and a straight-line planar graphe homeomorphis to C(P ) can
be obtained as follows : for each i, i = 1, . . . , δ

− include the points Ai,j = (2i, j) for j from 1 to ni and
Bi,j = (2i− 1, j) for j from 1 to δj ,

− add the open segment Ai−1,ℓBi,j (resp. Ai,rBi,j) if

j−1
∑

k=1

ℓi,k < ℓ ≤

j
∑

k=1

ℓi,k(resp.

j−1
∑

k=1

ri,k < r ≤

j
∑

k=1

ri,k).

3.4 Summary
Let us summarize the result we have obtained.

Theorem 2 Let P ∈ Z[X,Y ] a square-free polynomial of
total degree d and integer coefficients of bitsize bounded by
τ , the algorithm we described computes the topology of C(P )
i.e a straight-line planar graph isotopic to C(P ) with bit com-

plexity Õ(d6τ + d7).

3.5 Recent results and future work
Recent work [17], currently under peer-review, proposes

a deterministic algorithm for computating the topology of
an algebraic curve, using only Õ(d5τ + d6) bit operations.
This method is mainly based on a fast algorithm for solving
bivariate systems and uses a generic coordinate transforma-
tion (which is computed in a deterministic manner).

We plan to investigate in the future the possibility to reach
also Õ(d5τ + d6) bit operations using our approach.
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